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1.0 Introduction
With the improved defensive abilities of teams in the last decade, linebreaks
are being minimised. The actions in the lead up to a linebreak occur in a
dynamic environment. Due to defensive players moving and reacting at
different speeds and angles, attacking players need to be aware of potential
threats and react accordingly.
This paper will analyse the creation of linebreaks in Rugby Union. Factors
that will be included:
• Definition of a linebreak
• How the line is broken – decoy runner, broken tackle, etc
• Who breaks the line:
o Individual playing positions
o Groupings – tight 5/mid 5/back 5
• Where the line is broken:
o Individual playing positions
o Longitudinal field position:
Green zone – (22m line to attacking tryline)
Amber zone – (22m to 22m)
Red zone (22m to defending tryline)
o Latitudinal field position:
Narrow
Mid
Wide
• Passage of play the linebreak occurs in:
o restart
o 1- ? phase
o groupings:
restart
1 - 3 phases
4 – 6 phases
7 – 9 phases
10 + phases
• Time in the game the linebreak occurs
Research Groups:
The following teams in the Super 14 were tracked (Refer to Appendix 3):
• Queensland Reds
• NSW Waratahs
• ACT Brumbies
• Western Force
Outcome:
Based on the findings in the research, coaching implications will be
summarised in terms of the skills required by players to provide linebreaking
opportunities.
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2.0 Linebreak by Definition
Linebreaks for the point of this research paper are defined as those ball
carriers that cross the gain line (imaginary line that runs from sideline to
sideline through the middle of the ball winning contest) and break through the
defensive line either between defenders(see Linebreak 1 diagram) or on the
outside of defenders (see Linebreak 2 diagram).
Metres gained from short kicks are not included as this paper is isolating
individual skills the ball carrier and those supporting players must display in
order to create a linebreak.
Linebreak 1 – Penetrating Between Defenders
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Linebreak 2 – Penetrating Around Defenders
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3.0 Definition of Linebreak Elements
From the 50 Australian based Super 14 games tracked in 2006, 201
linebreaks were recorded which equates to 4.02 linebreaks/team/game.
Table 1 – Definition of Linebreak (LB) Elements explains each element and
the rationale behind using it.
Table 1 – Definition of Linebreak Elements
Element
Explanation
LB Playing Group
Attacking players were divided into 3 groups:
1. Tight 5 – LHP/Hooker/THP/Left Lock/Right
Lock
2. Mid 5 – Blindside Breakaway/Openside
Breakaway/No 8/Halfback/Fly Half
3. Back 5 – Inside Centre/Outside Centre/Left
Wing/Right Wing/Fullback
Rationale – to identify which playing group
contribute linebreaks
LB Playing Position
Attacking players were divided into individual
playing positions.
Rationale – to identify which positions make the
most linebreaks
Playing Environment
The playing environment in which the linebreak
occurred was divided into the following:
• Restart Kick Off
• Restart Lineout
• Restart Scrum
• Restart Tap
• Counter Attack
• Turnover Possession
• General Play
Rationale – to identify which environments possess
the highest number of linebreaks
Environment Grouping The environments were then grouped into the
following areas:
• Restarts – kick
offs/lineouts/scrums/taps/counter
attack/turnovers
• 1 -3 (Phases)
• 4 – 6 (Phases)
• 7 – 9 (Phases)
• 10+ (Phases)
Rationale – summarise where the majority of line
breaks occur in the attacking structure
Time Blocks (min)
Line breaks were divided into the following blocks
of time during the game:
• 0 to 10 min
• 10 to 20 min
6
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Longitudinal Position

Latitudinal Position (m)

Defensive Player

How

Outcome

7

• 20 to 30 min
• 30 to 40 min
• 40 to 50 min
• 50 to 60 min
• 60 to 70 min
• 70 to 80 min
Rationale – to identify common time periods where
linebreaks are more likely to occur
The field was divided into 3 zones length ways and
are as follows:
• Red – from the defending tryline to the 22 m
• Amber – field between the 22 m lines
• Green – from the attacking 22 m to the
tryline
Rationale – to identify which area of the field
linebreaks occur
The field was divided into 3 areas from the area of
possession won to the point of the linebreak.
Distances were as follows:
• Narrow – 0 to 10 m
• 10 to 20 m
• 20+
Rationale – to identify common trends on the width
of play where the point of a linebreak occurs
The individual defensive player where the linebreak
occurred was recorded.
Rationale – to identify which defensive players
linebreaks were more likely to occur through
Linebreaks can occur in a number of different ways.
The following terms were used:
• TB – Tackle Broken
• OL – Offload
• U – Unders
• O – Overs
• S – Space
• I – Intercept
• GP – Ground Pass
• DR – Decoy Runner
• FC – Flood Channel
• St – Step
• OLP – Overlap
• D – Dummy
Rationale – to identify the skills more likely required
to create a linebreak
All outcomes post the linebreak were recorded:
• T – Try
• P – Pass
• K – Kick
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Territory Gained (m)

Running Angle
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• KO – Knock On
• I – Intercept
• B – Breakdown
• PP – Phase Play
• O – Offload
• SP – Spiral Pass
• OS – Out Sideline
• BT – Breakdown Turnover
Rationale – to identify the common outcomes of a
linebreak
Post the linebreak, the metres gained by the ball
carrier before a subsequent action was required
were recorded in the following brackets:
• 0 to 10
• 10 to 20
• 20 to 30
• 40 to 50
• 50+
Rationale – to examine how far the ball carrier
travels before subsequent actions occur
At the point of the linebreak, the running angle of
the ball carrier was recorded:
• Straight – hips square to the sidelines
• Unders – angle back towards the previous
contest for possession
• Overs – angle away from the previous
contest for possession
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4.0 Results and Coaching Implications
The importance of today’s coach is to not only review the games and analyse
the results, but to identify the coaching implications to better train and prepare
players.
The results of the games tracked have been summarised with coaching
implications identified.
Each element will be summarised with coaching implications in Table 3 –
Elements of a Linebreak and Coaching Implications
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Table 3 – Elements of a Linebreak and Coaching Implications
Element
Results
LB Playing Groups The 3 groups contributed the following
linebreak percentages:
1. Back 5
61%
2. Mid 5
32%
3. Tight 5
7%
LB Breaking
The individual playing positions
Position
contributed the following percentages:
• 15
16%
• 11
14%
• 14
13%
• 12
11%
• 10
11%
• 9
8%
• 13
6%
• 8
5%
• 6
5%
• 2
2%
• 7
1%
• 5
1%
• 4
1%
• 1
1%
• 3
0%

Playing
Environment

The following playing environments in
which the linebreak occurred

10
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Coaching Implications
Opportunities to linebreak occur in greater areas of space.
Therefore all players need to have a sound level of
scanning/catch and pass/realignment abilities
The fullback and wingers contributed 43% of linebreaks
overall, resulting in a need to develop a high level of catch
and pass across all players to shift the football into space.
In addition, the ball players need to understand how to
preserve space for the outside backs
Fly halves and in side centres contributed 22% of linebreaks.
Because these 2 positions are confronted by higher
numbers of defenders with less space in between defenders,
the ability to scan the defensive line early/react to
opportunities/foot patterning and speed contribute to these
positions creating linebreaks
With low numbers of linebreaks from the Tight 5, a high
focus is on breaking the line either off restarts or minimal
phases. Firstly attackers need to identify a weak defensive
channel and communicate to ensure the football is moved to
the targeted area. Secondly ball players need to understand
how to manipulate defenders to either create or preserve
space for receivers. And thirdly, penetrators need to
understand how to run appropriate running lines and alter
footspeed to take advantage of space
With over half of the linebreaks occurring in general play,
attacking players need to have the ability to play what is in
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contributed:
1. General Play
2. Restart Scrum
3. Restart Lineout
4. Counter Attack
5. Turnover
6. Restart Tap
7. Restart Kick Off
Environment
Grouping

Time Blocks (min)

Longitudinal
Position

55%
12%
11%
11%
8%
1%
1%

Playing environments were then
grouped with the following results:
1. Restarts
45%
2. 1-3 Phases
44%
3. 4-6 Phases
9%
4. 7-9 Phases
2%
5. 10+
1%
The time during the games linebreaks
occurred were recorded as follows:
1. 50-60
16%
2. 70-80
14%
3. 40-50
13%
4. 10-20
12%
5. 30-40
12%
6. 60-70
10%
7. 20-30
10%
8. 0-10
9%
Linebreaks occurred in the following
field zones:
1. Amber
74%
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front of them. Early scanning of the defensive line for points
of weakness, ability to manipulate the shoulders of
defenders to create or preserve space and above all else
have the confidence to be decisive in decision making
23% of linebreaks occurred from scrums and lineouts
meaning communicating and executing plays is critical to
take advantage of a set defensive position. This is where
attacking teams have the advantage over known spacing
and extra players.
With 89% of linebreaks occurring within 3 phases, high
emphasis needs to be placed on the attacking team in being
effective at crossing the gainline early to set up the attacking
platform
The speed of recycled possession also played a role, in that
the quicker the recycle, the less time the defence had to set
and subsequently react to the attack
40% of linebreaks occurred in the last 30 minutes of the
games tracked showing that it is critical players have a
strong aerobic fitness base to allow them, firstly to
concentrate and focus at the time of the game when players
are becoming fatigued, and secondly to have the ability to
work off the ball and put yourself into a position to take
advantage of a linebreaking situation
In terms of training, the research shows there is a need to
put your players through decision making activities when
they are fatigued so they are experienced in this situation.
With 77% of linebreaks occurring from 22m + from the
tryline, the emphasis of the linebreaker understanding how
to position support players if needed and taking the
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2. Green
3. Red

23%
3%

Latitudinal Position Width in attack produced the following
(m)
linebreaks:
1. Wide (20+)
37%
2. Mid (10-20)
35%
3. Narrow (0-10) 28%

•

•

•
•

Defensive Player

Linebreaks occurred through the
following defensive players:
• 13
11%
• 14
10%
• 10
9%

12

•

appropriate action is critical to maintaining the go forward in
a fractured defensive environment
Surrounding support players need to focus on working off
the ball to provide the ball carrier with passing options if
required, and carry out any necessary support roles in
contact
72% of linebreaks occurred ten metres or greater from the
starting point of the attacking play. With more space existing
out wide, attackers involved in the first 2 catch and pass
movements need to have the ability to scan the defensive
line for points of weakness and implement the appropriate
action
Lateral supporters in attack need to communicate early to
the potential ball players, allowing them time to catch and
pass and assist in the decision making process
Various defensive environments will exist in general play.
These range from:
• Spread defence – aim to punch through the line with
an offload focus
• Condensed defence – inside attackers must run
straight to fix the defending mass then catch and pass
into space
• Broken defensive line – ball player scan and target
certain defenders to maintain space for supporters
The wider channels in defence experienced higher
linebreaks. With greater space existing beyond the
defensive inside centre in general, a target point in attack
may be through the 13 defensive channel. This is where
flooding this position with a number of ball running
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How

Type of Pass
Received

• 11
7%
• 12
6%
• 6
6%
• 5
6%
• 3
5%
• 2
5%
• 9
4%
• 7
4%
• 1
3%
• 15
3%
• 8
2%
The following situations mainly
contributed to the linebreak:
1. Space
30%
2. Tackle Broken 19%
3. Overlap
15%
4. Step
14%
5. Dummy
6%
6. Flood Channel 5%
7. Decoy Runner 4%
8. Loop
2%
9. Intercept
2%
10. Overs
1%
11. Unders
1%
The following are types of passers
receive prior to the linebreak:
1. Draw & Pass
23%
2. Spiral Pass
21%
3. No Pass
16%

13

options/decoy runners/loops etc can manipulate the
shoulders of the 13 to preserve or create areas of space.
Flooding the 13 channel off set piece is a perfect opportunity
for the attacking team to add extra attackers into the line
with the blindside winger and fullback

•

•

•

•

With 45% of linebreaks occurring from the preservation of
space and greater numbers of attackers than defenders, 2
skills are required:
1. Working off the ball so the receiver is in a positive
position to take advantage of space
2. The ability of the attackers to catch and pass the
ball into space
19% of linebreaks occurred through contact (tackles
broken). Coaching ball carriers who can dominate contact
by shifting to space, transferring the ball into the outside
arm, inside body focus through contact, fend, leg drive and
foot patterning can be broken into individual units at training
6 different passes were received prior to a linebreak.
Players need to have a range of skills to execute an array of
passes depending on what defensive situation they are
confronted with
With 23% of linebreakers receiving a draw and pass, the
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
Outcome

Territory Gained

Running Angle

Cut Pass
Inside Pass
Offload
Lateral Pass
Ground Pass

12%
11%
6%
4%
4%

The following outcomes resulted from a
linebreak:
• Try
32%
• Phase Play
21%
• Pass
16%
• Offload
10%
• Breakdown TO
9%
• Kick
5%
• Out Sideline
3%
• Knock On
1%
• Spiral Pass
1%
Territory gained from a linebreak was
split into the following distances:
1. 10 to 20
29%
2. 0 to 10
26%
3. 20 to 30
21%
4. 30 to 40
15%
5. 40 to 50
6%
6. 50+
3%
The ball carrier’s running angle at the
point of the linebreak was:
1. Straight
52%
2. Overs
27%
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importance is on the ball carriers to be aware of how to
challenge and commit defenders to preserve space for
lateral supporters
33% of passes were either cut or spiral. The ability to pass
the ball over longer distances is critical in transferring the
ball into space
The ability to score tries comes directly from the ability to
create a linebreak. The physical attributes a player would
need include speed and agility to evade potential cover
defenders and the ability to scan and be aware of potential
defenders
More importantly from the results it is shown that 63% of
linebreaks do not result in a try. There needs to be a focus
on a support structure built around the ball carrier that will
continue the attacking movement without contact (receive a
pass/contestable kick) or be involved in maintaining
possession at the breakdown, ruck or maul
76% of linebreaks resulted in a secondary action prior to the
30 m mark. Again the focus is on support play to continue
the movement
The average metres gained post a linebreak in this analysis
was 20.96 m

To create a linebreak, running lines of the penetrators are
critical in denying the defender time and also taking
advantage of space preserved. All attackers need to
understand how changes in running lines and foot speed
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3. Unders

15

21%

can manipulate the shoulders of targeted defenders – 48%
of linebreaks possessed an altered running line
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The following table summarises the results:
Table 2 - Linebreak (LB) Summary
Element
Rank 1
LB Playing Group
Back 5 – 61%
LB Playing Position
15 – 16%
Playing Environment
General Play –
58%

Rank 2
Mid 5 – 32%
11 – 14%
Restart
Scrum/Lineout –
24%
Environment
Restart – 45%
1to 3 Phases –
Grouping
44%
Time Blocks (min)
50 to 60 – 16%
70 to 80 – 14%
Longitudinal Position
Amber – 74%
Green – 23%
Latitudinal Position Wide (20+) – 37%
Mid (10-20) –
(m)
35%
Defensive Player
13 – 11%
14 – 10%
How
Space – 30%
Tackle Broken –
19%
Type of Pass
Draw & Pass –
Spiral Pass –
Received
23%
21%
Outcome
Try – 32%
Phase Play –
21%
Territory Gained (m)
10 to 20 – 29%
0 to 10 – 26%
Running Angle
Straight – 53%
Overs – 28%

Rank 3
Tight 5 – 7%
14 – 13%
Counter Attack
– 12%
4 to 6 Phases –
9%
40 to 50 – 13%
Red -3%
Narrow (0-10) –
28%
10 – 9%
Overlap – 15%
No Pass – 16%
Pass – 16%
20 to 30 – 21%
Unders – 21%

Refer to Appendix 2 for graphed results.
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5.0 Summary of Coaching Recommendations
This analysis shows the various skills needed to create linebreaks. The
challenge for coaches is to understand the skills required to create a linebreak
through preserving or creating space in the defensive line. The impact of
improved defensive players and patterns means it is rare for one player (eg.
Jonah Lomu) to continually dominate tackle situations by simply running at the
mid point of a defender.
Coaches must then transfer this knowledge and range of skills into simplistic
and progressive activities that provide players with an environment where they
trial and learn various skills in game situations. Feedback needs to be
specific with open ended questions mixed in to gauge the understanding of
why players are choosing various options.
The critical aspect in coaching players to create and preserve space is their
ability through their running angle and footspeed to manipulate the shoulder
position of selected defenders. Space simply will not open up in higher level
games. It needs to be created through the attack being able to disrupt or
bend the defensive line out shape.
The skills identified in this research paper have been arranged in Appendix 1
– Skill Matrix for Linebreaking. A prescribed order of events has been
included to generate thought on how to logically coach players in the art of
linebreaking. Other skills or a different order may be best, the bottom line is
that players require coaches who understand how to create or preserve space
and ultimately coach it in an easy to understand manner.
In conclusion, various skills in linebreaking have been identified with
consistent themes that have implications on how to coach attack. When
analysing the results of the games tracked, linebreaks are more likely to occur
in the following environments:
• 3 phases or less. Of these, 55% of linebreaks occurred in general play.
Therefore players must have the ability to play in an ‘unstructured’
environment and be able to scan and execute a range of actions to suit
the attacking environment. In addition, first receivers need to correlate
depth/flatness in relation to the speed of recycled possession. Eg.
Quick ball = flatter alignment as defences are retreating and have less
time to react (if this is a style of play you coach)
• Back 5 group is more likely to break the line, in particular the fullbacks
and wingers which equates to width in attack. 72% of linebreaks
occurred 10 m and beyond with 37% of linebreaks occurring 20 m +.
As a result the ability to catch and pass is again critical in shifting the
ball to space
• Linebreaks occur more between the two 22 m lines. Coupled with
linebreaks only averaging 20.96 m with 76% of linebreaks requiring a
secondary action before the 30 m mark, support players are critical in
continuing the attacking movement. In addition, teams probably are
not prepared to risk in the red zone. Tim Sheens (West Tigers Coach)
articulated that simply because it is the red zone, players already have
17
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a preconceived idea about exiting the area. With only 3% of linebreaks
occurring in the red zone, is there an opportunity for confident and
skilled players to take advantage of defences who are more than likely
prepared for a kick to touch with wingers generally back already?
In summary, the ability to create a linebreak requires a progression of
dynamic actions. With a number of defenders, attackers and the football
constantly moving, attackers need to be focussed and understand which skills
to implement depending on the environment confronting them. This has
implications for coaches to train and provide players with opportunities
through training to experience linebreaking situations. These implications
have been identified in this paper. How they are coached is up to the
coaching style and philosophy of individual coaches.
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Appendices
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Support players:
•
Work off the ball to position
themselves off the ball
carrier
•
Patient with depth
•
Communication with the ball
carrier
•
Hand position prior to the
catch – up off the hips,
•
Ball carrier in contact – scan
then execute

Appendix 1 – Skill Matrix for Linebreaking
Scan the defensive line:
•
Early alignment/realignment
•
Alter depth depending on
speed of recycle
•
Communication
•
Hips square prior to the catch
•
Hand position – catch the ball
as early as possible
•
Decisive decision making

Multiple passing options:
•
Identify attacking point
•
Nominated ball player
•
Potential ball receivers
manipulating targeted
defender through angle of
run and foot speed
•
Creation of doubt in
defender + manipulation of
shoulders
•
Delaying of pass to
decrease defender’s
reaction time

Running ability:
•
Ability to alter footspeed
depending on angle change
•
Agility and foot patterning to
be dynamic in changing lines
•
Understand how running
angles effect defenders
•
Understand how running
lines preserve or create
space by manipulating
defenders

Linebreak

Implement a range of passes:
•
Scan the defensive
environment
•
Hand position pre catch
•
Inside elbow loaded to
conceal the type of pass to
be thrown
•
Head/outside shoulder
position through the passing
motion
•
Hand position/wrist snap to
generate power – width in
play
•
Follow through

20

Dominate ball carry (breaking
tackles):
•
Identify an attacking point
•
Poor defender - challenge
•
Slow defender – foot speed
focus
•
Short defender – offload
focus
•
Upright defender - fend
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jason Gilmore
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Aim to punch through the
attacking point:
High footspeed
Target a shoulder v midline
Hips square through contact
Inside body powerful
Use of a fend
Head and shoulders
through contact
Ball in 2 hands – offload
focus
Power steps
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Order of Events
The following is a suggested model of order of events to put players into positions to potentially break the line.
Step
1

Action
Align/realign off the
ball early prior to the
catch

2
3

Scan the defensive
line
Decision making

4

Go forward

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5

Support players

6

Passing

7

Dominant ball carry

8

Support players

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

21

Reason
To be in an effective position prior to the catch
Greater time to scan the defensive line and make a decision
With the above 2 points, provide options for support players
Place this before scanning because if the player is in a poor position to begin with,
scanning and option taking performance will be decreased
Chin forward and off your chest
Identify areas of space or weak defenders
By scanning early as you are aligning, it will provide greater time to make a decision
Be aware of defenders and where your support players are positioned
The first option should be to go forward to cross the gainline as a ball carrier unless a
support player is in a better position to promote the ball to the gain line
Foot speed/angle of run need to be effective with manipulating shoulders. Unders – close
shoulders/overs – open shoulders
Need to scan and align off the ball carrier into a position to go forward
Requirement to alter their running line depending on the running line of the ball carrier
Support player is in a better position than the ball carrier
Implement the appropriate pass
If the ball carrier enters contact, implementation of the points mentioned in Graph 1
Priority:
o Break through the tackle
o Stay on their feet - generate an offload
o Quick ground ball recycle
Constantly working off the ball to realign in an effective position off the ball carrier
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Appendix 2 – Graphical Data

Playing Group
7%
Tight 5
Mid 5
Back 5

32%
61%

Position
35

15

30

11

25
# of LB

10 12

20

9

15

6

10
5
0

22

14

1

2
3

4 5

8
7

Position
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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12
13
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Playing Environment
Turnover

8%

55%

11%

Counter Attack

1%

Restart Tap

2%

Restart Kick Off

12%

Restart Scrum
Restart Lineout

11%

1%

General Play Attack

Environment Grouping

1%
9%
Restart

1-3 Phases
45%
4-6 Phases

7-10 Phases
44%

23

10 + Phases
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LB/Time Block
35
30
25
20
15

LB

10
5
0

0 to 10 10 to 20 20 to 30 30 to 40 40 to 50 50 to 60 60 to 70 70 to 80

Minutes

Longtitudinal LB Position

23%

3%

Red Zone
Amber Zone
Green Zone
74%
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Latitudinal Position

28%
37%

Wide
Mid
Narrow

35%

Defender
15

7
21

13

23
13

11

15
18

9

9
4

7

Defender
9
13
13

5
6

3

10
10

1

7
0

5

10

15

20

25

Linebreak Area
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Space

How
60

Tackle Broken

50

Overs
Tackle Broken

Step

30

Unders

Overlap

40

Step
Space
Overlap
Loop
Intercept
Flood Channel

0

Dummy

Decoy Runner
Decoy Runner

Flood Channel

Loop

Overs

Unders

10

Intercept

20

Dummy

How

Pass Received
16%

21%

13%

6%
5%
23%

26

4%

12%

Spiral Pass
Offload
Lateral Pass
Inside Pass
Ground Pass
Draw & Pass
Cut Pass
No Pass
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Linebreak Result
Try

70

Spiral Pass

60

Pass

50

Offload
Kick

40

Phase Play

30

Breakdown
Breakdown Turnover

20

Knock On

10

Out Sideline

0

Number

Linebreak Distance (m)
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

27

52

58
42
31
12
5

0 to 10
11 to 20
21 to 30
31 to 40
41 to 50
50 +

Run Length
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Running Line

21%

Unders
Overs
Straight

52%

27%
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Appendix 3 – Super 14 Data
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